Interfirm collaborations can hold great promise for innovation; it is hard to resist the hope that complementary expertise and capabilities from two or more excellent organizations could be combined to create new technology and product breakthroughs. We do not, as yet, understand as much as we would like about what makes some of these collaborations succeed and others fail.

The research team of Jason Davis of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Kathleen Eisenhardt of Stanford University examined this question in a recent study funded by the National Science Foundation's Innovation and Organizational Sciences program. In a two-year, multi-case study of eight technology collaborations involving ten firms in computing and communications industries, they sought to identify types of relationships and decision processes that engender innovation and adaptation in collaborations in unpredictable and interdependent environments.

Davis and Eisenhardt found three types of leadership patterns occurred in these collaborations: domineering leadership (one firm is the clear leader during the entire collaborative process), consensus leadership (all of the partner firms have equal say throughout the collaboration, there is no clear lead firm) or rotating leadership (decision control shifts among partners at different phases of the collaboration). Rotating leadership characterized the collaborations that produced successful innovations; domineering and consensus leadership characterized the unsuccessful collaborations.

Rotating leadership was found to have three traits. Control over major decision making fell to different partners at different phases of work. Active participation in the collaboration also shifted across phases, with executives and others from each firm being more active in some phases, less active in others. Finally, the goals of the collaboration's efforts "zig-zagged" over time, with the collaboration sometimes emphasizing activities that were more important to one firm and at other times emphasizing activities more important to another. For example, in one phase the collaboration might emphasize progress on product features, consonant with the goals and key capabilities of one partner, and at another time it might emphasize advances in operating systems, consistent with the goals and capabilities of another. Practitioners might take note and consider how to design collaborations so that governance and incentive mechanisms enable fruitful rotation of leadership for more effective innovation.
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